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Choose the correct answer : 

1- Just ………….curiosity, do you know if they are going out with any one? 

a- at a                    b- in a                   c- out of                    d- from 

2- You have to …………on the positive aspects of the job rather than the 

negative ones. 

a- evaluate            b- lead                   c- respond                 d- focus 

3- The prisoner was forbidden to …………..with his family. 

a- evaluate           b- communicate       c- carry out            d- process 

4- You must ………….on controlling your breathing and keep your eye  

   on the target. 

a- focus              b- carry                     c- process                d- communicate 

5- The war brought ……………….to thousands of refugees. 

a- misery             b- joy                   c- confidence               d- shame 

6- Grief’s and ……………..encompassed the queen during the last year of 

her life. 

a- anxieties         b- disgust               c- joy                        d- confidence 

7- It is a country of freedom of speech, more or less, but the ignorance and 

the ………….of the essay writer is unbearable.  

a- shame            b- disgust                c- joy                        d- amazement 

8- He’s…………….by all the attention people give to celebrities. 

a- disgusted       b- optimistic            c- frightening          d- proud 
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9- He is going to end up a/an …………  old man whose kids only call him on 

holidays because they feel like they have to.  

a- lonely             b- annoy                c- optimism              d- disgust 

10- Unicef and its partners are also …………… to the psychosocial aspects 

of the disaster. 

a- responding     b- connecting        c- concentrating        d- focusing 

11- This essay type question …………….. on a particular difficulty which 

has developed in the case law of the Court of Justice. 

a- concentrates    b- leads                c- responds                d- connects 

12- Mothers are responsible ………….. the care of young children, and 

older daughters take an active part in raising their siblings. 

a- for                         b- to                       c- on                       d- in 

13- There is no …………….in place for enforcing the new law. 

a- mechanism           b- emotion            c- motor                   d- study 

14- …………….study the development and function of the nervous system. 

a- neuroscientists      b- doctors             c- reporters             d- dentists 

15- She is too ………………to write about the case objectively. 

a- motor                     b- responsible       c- biased                 d- neutral 

Fill in the following sentences using the words from the list: 

 

1- “……………... and tell me what happened,” said my mother softly. 

2- I ……………. and decided not to go into the haunted house. 

3- He …………….. at the sight of food. 

4- Helen finds it very difficult to express herself and she ……her feelings. 

5-  She ………………tears. 

bottle up – calm down – cheered up – chickened out – burst into – freak out  
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Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- Olga is a lonely but spirited old woman whose children live abroad  

and seldom visit.                                                                     (alone) 

………………………………………………………………… 

2-  The audience is left guessing right up until the very end. (on the edge of)                                               

………………………………………………………………… 

3-I think in the '60s there was a certain amount of optimism about the 

   future technology.                                                                    (optimistic) 

…………………………………………………………………… 

4-You should express your feelings to others. Now tell me what happened?                                                                                                                                      

.                                                                                                        (bottle up) 

…………………………………………………………………… 

5-His constant boasting was beginning to upset me.  

…………………………………………………………… (under my skin) 

Grammar 

Choose the correct answer : 

1. Helen ………………… the guitar since 2005 . 

a. is  playing               b. has been playing          c. plays                  d. played 

2. She is in the habit of ………………… all her money on sweets. 

    a. spends                       b. has spent                      c. spending           d. is spending 

3. The lecturer ………………… for more than an hour .I wish he’d stop. I get bored. 

    a. is talking                   b. has talked                     c. talks                 d. has been talking 

4. I ………………… we need to take our coats with us now. It isn’t raining . 

    a. ‘m not thinking          b. haven’t thought           c. don’t think       d. think 
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 5. Ted …………………on that project for two months and not finished . 

    a. has been working       b. has worked                  c. works                d. ‘m worked 

 6. Nowadays Steve …………………Spanish. He is getting ready to travel to Spain  

within two months. 

   a. has been learning        b. has learnt                      c. is learning        d. learns 

 7. I usually finish work at 7pm.,but today I ………………… at lunch time .There is a 

chance to meet in the evening . 

     a. have finished            b. have been finishing        c. ‘m finishing     d. finishes 

 8. Look! Someone ………………… the window . It’s the second time this month. 

     a. has broken                b. has been breaking           c. is breaking       d. breaks 

 9. The film we are watching now …………………interesting  . 

     a. is sounding              b. has been sounding          c. sounded             d. sounds 

10.  How …………………?  It is the most delicious I ‘ve ever tasted . 

     a. does the soup taste                         b. has the soup been tasting  

     c. is the soup tasting                          d. has the soup tasted 

11. This is the first time I …………………the Pyramids and the Sphinx  .                     

What about you? 

     a. have been seeing         b. have seen                        c. see                  d. saw 

12. You  ………………… your room for more than six hours. I wonder when will 

       you finish  

a. have been cleaning     b. have cleaned                c. are cleaning     d. cleaned 

 13. We ………………… our grandparents twice this week because they are not well. 

      a. have been visiting          b. visit                           c. have visited       d. visiting   

 14. James is a good student. He …………….his homework on his own every evening. 

     a. has done                         b. is doing                       c. did                    d. does 

 15. He ………………… six cups of hot chocolate up till now. 

    a. drinks                              b. has been drinking       c. has drunk          d.is drinking    
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Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1-She has been writing her new story for three months.                          (since) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

2. Steve goes to school every day except Friday.                                (On Friday) 

   …………………………………………………………………………….... 

3. She goes to bed by midnight at all times.                                          (always) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………... 

4. Susan reads English newspapers from time to time.                        (sometimes) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………... 

5. I know Heba .I met her when we started Prep.school.                       ( since) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

6. It’s ages since I went to the funfair .                                                  (haven’t) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

7. I began drawing two hours ago and I haven’t finished yet.                ( for) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………... 

8. I’ve never read a story as interesting as this one .                               (ever) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………... 

9. When did you start to work as a shop assistant?                               (How long) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………... 

10. Noha travelled to Paris and she is still there.                                     (has) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

11. I last watched a movie at the cinema three years ago .                      (since) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

12. The last time I visited my aunt was a month ago .                              (for) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

13. He began surfing the Internet two hours ago and he hasn’t finished yet. 

     ……………………………………………………………………… (since) 

14. She is helping her mother with the housework.                                 (often) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 

15. The last time I ate tasty fish was in Alex.                                           (since) 

    ……………………………………………………………………………... 
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Choose the correct answer: 

1- The annual festival reflects the...................diversity of the society. 

a-traditional  b- cultural  c- natural  d- artificial 

2- The increased...................has its pros and cons. 

a- globe  b- globalize  c- global  d- globalization 

3- In Britain, the...................Sunday lunch consists of roast meat, potatoes and other 

vegetables.  

a- custom  b- traditional c- traditions  d- customs  

4- The new rail services are building a new.................... to connect the capital city 

with major cities. 

a- port  b- harbor  c- export  d- network 

5- No one can deny the great.................... of Muslims on the European civilization. 

a- influence  b- custom  c- extension  d- demand  

6- Islam calls...............brotherhood, unity and power. 

a- up   b- for   c- in   d- out 

7- I called them...............to tell them the good news. 

a- up   b- in   c- for   d-on 

8- You look exhausted. I’m sure a few days off will..........you good. 

a- make  b- do   c- have  d- give 

9- My brother always..............jokes on people. 

a- does  b- makes  c- plays  d- gives 

10- They’d better...............a space in the room for the new piano. 

a- give  b- save  c- fill   d- include 

11- He has..............a huge business empire from humble beginnings. 

a- done  b- saved  c- built  d- played 
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12- She was given painkillers to....................her pain. 

a- relief  b- relieve  c- relieved  d- reflect 

13- Our nation’s...............lies in our history and cultural heritage. 

a-  expansion b- occurrence c- uniqueness d- acceptance 

14- Street gangs ................ many cities all over USA. 

a- terrorist  b- terrorism  c- terror  d- terrorize 

15- Whenever I...........my sister, she gets aggressive and starts shouting. 

a- encourage b- criticize  c- advise  d- speak 

Fill in the gaps from the word list: 

(benefits- classification- out- for- classify- homelands) 

1. In recent studies, they.............families according to their incomes. 

2. The new educational techniques have many...................to students. 

3. Most emigrants miss their........................... 

4. The new room design calls............three windows. 

5. I called...............for help but no one helped me. 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- I have asked a technician to repair my laptop.                        (called) 

........................................................................................................................................ 

2- The event has been cancelled owing to lack of financial support.           (called) 

........................................................................................................................................ 

3- He received a severe criticism after his speech.                        (criticized) 

........................................................................................................................................ 

4- Britain is known to have ruled a group of countries on which the sun has never set. .         

...............................................................................................................    (built) 

5- Our firm trades with overseas markets.                                  (business) 

........................................................................................................................................ 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- Before the Internet, people..........................send letters, not emails. 

a- was   b- used to  c- have  d- were 

2- ..........................the match. I fell asleep. 

a- While   b- When  c- During  d- Just as 

3- When you arrived at the party, who............................there? 

a- has been   b- was  c- was being  d- would be 

4- While she was cleaning the house, her brother....................their mom. 

a- helped   b- would help c- was helping d- has helped 

5- During.....................to work, I saw an accident. 

a- was driving  b- my drive  c- drove  d- driven 

6- Omar...............tennis when he was seven years old. 

a- used to playing  b- has played c- would play d- had played 

7- While my brother was playing, he fell and....................his leg. 

a- was breaking  b- broke  c- has broken d- would break 

8- I...................my phone two days ago. 

a- charged   b- have charged c- would charge d- was charging 

9- I haven’t eaten shrimps since I.....................Alexandria. 

a- have visited  b- had visited  c- visited  d- would visit 

10- He hasn’t called..............last Friday. 

a- since   b- for   c- so far  d- up till now 

11- It’s the first time I have.......................eaten Turkish delights. 

a- never   b- already  c- ever   d- lately 

12- He.......................just now.    

a- has left   b- left   c-would leave d- was leaving 

13- From 6 to 9 yesterday, I.................T.V. 

a- have been watching  b- watched  c- was watching d- watch 
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14- She........................ to Hurghada several times this year. 

a- has been  b- went   c- would go  d- was going 

15- They have known each other since they....................in primary school. 

a- have been  b- would be   c- were being d- were 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- I haven’t studied for a week.        (last) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

2- The last time I went to the club with my friends was in February.  (since) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

3- She has just finished reading a new novel.      (ago) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

4- This is the most interesting football match I’ve ever watched.         (never)  

......................................................................................................................................... 

5- I have never baked a cake before.        (It’s) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

6- My brother is ill. He became ill last week.             (since)  

......................................................................................................................................... 

7- I haven’t been to the cinema for ages.      (It’s) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

8- He went to Alex and hasn’t come back yet.     (has) 

........................................................................................................................................ 

9- When did you start to work a secretary?              (How long) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

10- She was sleeping when the doorbell rang.     (During) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

11- He was in the habit of riding a bike to school.    (used) 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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12- Children were playing in the garden. At the same time, their father was mowing 

the lawn.           (As) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

13- He used to go swimming every Sunday.     (no longer) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

14- He has never played chess before.      (ever) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

15- While we were travelling to Aswan, we had an accident.   (when) 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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A)  

Finish the following dialogue: 

Nour:  Good morning , Heba .I see you are carrying a book.………………….? 

Heba: Yes ,I like reading very much. 

Nour: What is the book about? 

Heba: ………………………………………   

   Nour: Cooking! Sounds interesting, Can I borrow it ? 

    Heba: ………………………………………. 

 Write what would you say in each of the following situations: 

1. You drop a glass on the kitchen floor .Your younger brother walks into the room . 

    …………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. You tell a friend what you did Last Saturday at midday. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. You suggest a boat trip during the weekend. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. When I was in Khan El Khalili  I bought a model of  the pyramids  as a …………….. 

a- trip     b- prize     c- bazaar               d- souvenir 

2. The restaurant in the guidebook is a very good …………………………. 

 a. review                   b. area                    c. recommendation         d. information 

3. It isn’t hot on the beach because there is a nice ………………………… 

 a. breeze                    b. breath                c. storm                            d.cloud 

 4. This book has …………………… than that one. 

  a. little                       b. less                    c. fewer                            d. fewest 
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5. He lived in Saudi Arabia for five  years, then he flew ………………                             

a. house         b- home             c- school          d- library 

6. The temples at luxor ………………by hundreds of tourists every year.                                    

a. visit                   b- are visited             c- visited             d- visiting 

7. My favourite festival is Eid al fitr .It is held to …………… the end of Ramadan. 

a. invite                b. represent               c. appear                     d. celebrate  

8. Many countries celebrate spring ………………..different ways.                                    

a. at                         b. in                          c. with                        d. by 

 9. The problem …………….. solved when the manager arrived.                                        

a. quickly is            b. is quickly               c. quickly was           d. was quickly 

10.This ………………. Be Hassan’s bike .He doesn’t have one like this.                                

a..must                    b. will                         c. can’t                    d. might 

Rewrite the following using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. If I were you, I wouldn’t spend too much money on sweets.          (shouldn’t)                                                                                           

……………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Mum gave me a present on my birthday.                                              (was) 

…………………………………………………………………………………  

3.He doesn’t have much money these days as he used to have few years ago 

………………………………………………………………………  (less)   

4. Spring is celebrated in different ways all over the world.                  (People) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. When were the pyramids built?                                                             (did) 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 
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A- Match column A with column B: 

 

1- Merrylegs 

2- Ginger 

3- Gordon and John 

4- Squire Gordon’s 

Children 

 

 

 

B- Answer the following questions: 

1- What was Black Beauty’s mother advice ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- What did Ginger do to people who were not kind to her? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Why did Merry legs throw the boys off? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

a-  were frightened of Ginger. 

b- had a long journey 

c- a tall horse with a happy face. 

d- carried Squire Gordon’s  children  

e-  often bit or kicked. 
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Choose the correct answer : 

1- Just …………….curiosity, do you know if they are going out with any one? 

a. at a                   b- in                             c-out of                 d- from 

2- You have to …………on the positive aspects of the job rather than the   

negative ones. 

a- evaluate           b- lead                       c- respond              d-focus 

3- The prisoner was forbidden to …………..with his family. 

a- evaluate           b- communicate      c- carry out             d- process 

4- You must ………….on controlling your breathing and keep your eye  

on the target. 

a- focus             b- carry                      c- process               d- communicate 

5- The war brought ……………….to thousands of refugees. 

a- misery             b- joy                c- confidence               d- shame 

6- Grief and …………..encompassed the queen during the last year of her life. 

a- anxieties             b- disgust               c- joy                  d- confidence 

7- It is a country of freedom of speech, more or less, but the ignorance and the 

………….of the essay writer is unbearable.  

a- shame                b- disgust                c- joy                d- amazement 

8- He’s…………….by all the attention people give to celebrities. 

a- disgusted           b- optimistic          c- frightening      d- proud 
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9- He is going to end up a/an …………  old man whose kids only call him on 

holidays because they feel like they have to.  

a- lonely                b- annoy                c- optimism          d- disgust 

10- Unicef and its partners are also …………… to the psychosocial aspects of 

the disaster. 

a- responding        b- connecting       c- concentrating      d- focusing 

11- This essay type question …………….. on a particular difficulty which has 

developed in the case law of the Court of Justice. 

a- concentrates             b- leads         c- responds           d- connects 

12- Mothers are responsible ………….. the care of young children, and older 

daughters take an active part in raising their siblings. 

a- for                              b- to                      c- on                  d- in 

13- There is no …………….in place for enforcing the new law. 

a- mechanism             b- emotion              c- motor             d- study 

14- …………….study the development and function of the nervous system. 

a- neuroscientists           b- doctors            c- reporters       d- dentists 

15- She is too ………………to write about the case objectively. 

a- motor             b- responsible                     c- biased               d- neutral 

Fill in the following sentences using the words from the list 

1-  “calm down  and tell me what happened,” said my mother softly. 

2- I  chickened outand decided not to go into the haunted house. 

3- He cheered up..at the sight of food. 

4- Helen finds it very difficult to express herself and she ..bottles up  her 

feelings. 

5-  She …burst into…tears. 
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Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- Scary images make the visual part of the brain start to work and then 

feel fear.                                                                             (activate) 

  Scary images activate the visual part of the brain and then feel fear. 

2-  The audience is left guessing right up until the very end.                              

                                                                                 (on the edge of) 

The audience is on the edge of their seats until the very end.                             

3-I think in the '60s there was a certain amount of optimism about the future 

technology.                                                                               (optimistic)                                                                                       

    I think in the '60s people were optimistic about the future technology.                                                                                                                                                              

4-You should express your feelings to others. Now tell me what happened?                                 

.                                                                                                  (bottle up) 

     You shouldn't bottle up Now tell me what happened 

5-His constant boasting was beginning to upset me. (under my skin) 

His constant boasting was getting under my skin 

Grammar 

Choose the correct answer : 
3. Helen ………………… the guitar since 2005 . 

b. is  playing               b. has been playing          c. plays                d. played 

2. She is in the habit of ………………… all her money on sweets. 

    a. spends                       b. has spent                      c. spending         d. is spending 

3. The lecturer ………………… for more than an hour .I wish he’d stop. I get bored. 

    a. is talking                   b. has talked                     c. talks                 d. has been talking 

4. I ………………… we need to take our coats with us now. It isn’t raining . 

    a. ‘m not thinking          b. haven’t thought           c. don’t think       d. think 
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 5. Ted …………………on that project for two months and not finished . 

    a. has been working       b. has worked                  c. works             d. ‘m worked 

 6. Nowadays Steve …………………Spanish. He is getting ready to travel to Spain  

within two months. 

   a. has been learning        b. has learnt                      c. is learning       d. learns 

 7. I usually finish work at 7pm.,but today I ………………… at lunch time .There is a 

chance to meet in the evening . 

     a. have finished            b. have been finishing        c. ‘m finishing     d. finishes 

 8. Look! Someone ………………… the window . It’s the second time this month. 

     a. has broken                b. has been breaking           c. is breaking       d. breaks 

 9. The film we are watching now …………………interesting  . 

     a. is sounding              b. has been sounding             c. sounded             d. sounds 

10.  How …………………?  It is the most delicious I ‘ve ever tasted . 

     a. does the soup taste                      b. has the soup been tasting  

     c. is the soup tasting                          d. has the soup tasted 

11. This is the first time I …………………the Pyramids and the Sphinx  .                     

What about you? 

     a. have been seeing         b. have seen                     c. see                     d. saw 

12. You  ………………… your room for more than six hours. I wonder when will 

       you finish  

b. have been cleaning     b. have cleaned                c. are cleaning     d. cleaned 

13. We ………………… our grandparents twice this week because they are not well. 

      a. have been visiting          b. visit                      c. have visited         d. visiting   

 14. James is a good student. He …………….his homework on his own every evening. 

     a. has done                         b. is doing                  c. did                       d. does 

 15. He ………………… six cups of hot chocolate up till now. 

    a. drinks                              b. has been drinking       c. has drunk      d.is drinking    
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Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1-She has been writing her new story for three months.                       (since) 

    It has been three months since she started writing her new story. / 

   She has been writing her new story since August. 

4. Steve goes to school every day except Friday.                               (On Friday) 

    On Friday, Steve doesn’t go to school.  

3. She goes to bed by midnight at all times.                                          (always) 

   She always goes to bed by midnight  

4. Susan reads English newspapers from time to time.                        (sometimes) 

    Susan sometimes reads English newspapers  

5. I know Heba .I met her when we started Prep.school.                     ( since) 

   I have known Heba since we started Prep school.  

6. It’s ages since I went to the funfair .                                                 (haven’t) 

   I haven’t gone to the funfair for ages . 

7. I began drawing two hours ago and I haven’t finished yet.               ( for) 

   I have been drawing for two hours . 

8. I’ve never read a story as interesting as this one .                              (ever) 

  This is the most interesting story I’ve ever read.  

9. When did you start to work as a shop assistant?                                (How long) 

  How long have you been working as a shop assistant?  

10. Noha travelled to Paris and she is still there.                                     (has) 

  Noha has gone to Paris.  

11. I last watched a movie at the cinema three years ago .                      (since) 

  I haven’t watched a movie at the cinema since 2016.  

12. The last time I visited my aunt was a month ago .                             (for) 

 I haven’t visited my aunt for a month.  

13. He began surfing the Internet two hours ago and he hasn’t finished yet. (since) 

He has been surfing the internet since seven o’clock .  

14. She is helping her mother with the housework.                                 (often) 

    She often helps her mother  

15. The last time I ate tasty fish was in Alex.                                           (since) 

     I haven’t eaten tasty fish since I was in Alex.  
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Choose the correct answer: 

1- The annual festival reflects the...................diversity of the society. 

a-traditional  b- cultural  c- natural  d- artificial 

2- The increased...................has its pros and cons. 

b- globe  b- globalize  c- global  d- globalization 

3- In Britain, the...................Sunday lunch consists of roast meat, potatoes and other 

vegetables.  

a- custom  b- traditional c- traditions  d- customs  

4- The new rail services are building a new.................... to connect the capital city 

with major cities. 

b- port  b- harbor  c- export  d- network 

5- No one can deny the great.................... of Muslims on the European civilization. 

b- influence  b- custom  c- extension  d- demand  

6- Islam calls...............brotherhood, unity and power. 

b- up   b- for   c- in   d- out 

7- I called them...............to tell them the good news. 

b- up   b- in   c- for   d-on 

8- You look exhausted. I’m sure a few days off will..........you good. 

b- make  b- do   c- have  d- give 

9- My brother always..............jokes on people. 

b- does  b- makes  c- plays  d- gives 

10- They’d better...............a space in the room for the new piano. 

b- give  b- save  c- fill   d- include 

11- He has..............a huge business empire from humble beginnings. 

b- done  b- saved  c- built  d- played 
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12- She was given painkillers to....................her pain. 

b- relief  b- relieve  c- relieved  d- reflect 

13- Our nation’s...............lies in our history and cultural heritage. 

b-  expansion b- occurrence c- uniqueness d- acceptance 

14- Street gangs ................ many cities all over USA. 

b- terrorist  b- terrorism  c- terror  d- terrorize 

15- Whenever I...........my sister, she gets aggressive and starts shouting. 

b- encourage b- criticize  c- advise  d- speak 

Fill in the gaps from the word list: 

(benefits- classification- out- for- classify- homelands) 

1- In recent studies, they...... classify....families according to their incomes. 

2- The new educational techniques have many.......... benefits.........to students. 

3- Most emigrants miss their................ homelands........... 

4- The new room design calls...... for.....three windows. 

5- I called...... out.........for help but no one helped me. 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- I have asked a technician to repair my laptop.  (called) 

I have called in a technician to repair my laptop. 

2- The event has been cancelled owing to lack of financial support. (called)  

The event has been called off owing to lack of financial support. 

3- He received a severe criticism after his speech.   (criticized)  

He was severely criticized after his speech. 

4- Britain is known to have ruled a group of countries on which the sun has never set. 

(built)  

Britain is known to have built an empire on which the sun has never set. 

5- Our firm trades with overseas markets.   (business)  

Our firm does business with overseas markets. 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- Before the Internet, people..........................send letters, not emails. 

a. was   b- used to     c- have       d- were 

2-  ..........................the match. I fell asleep. 

a. While   b- When     c- During       d- Just as 

3. When you arrived at the party, who............................there? 

a-  has been    b- was  c- was being       d- would be 

4. While she was cleaning the house, her brother....................their mom. 

a- helped            b- would help         c- was helping           d- has helped 

5. During.....................to work, I saw an accident. 

      a-was driving           b- my drive            c- drove      d- driven 

6. Omar...............tennis when he was seven years old. 

          a-used to playingb- has played           c- would play     d- had played 

7. While my brother was playing, he fell and....................his leg. 

a-was breaking  b- broke            c- has broken               d- would break 

8. I...................my phone two days ago. 

a-charged   b- have charged c- would charge    d- was charging 

9. I haven’t eaten shrimps since I.....................Alexandria.   

a-have visited  b- had visited c- visited                 d- would visit 

10. He hasn’t called..............last Friday. 

a-since   b- for   c- so far  d- up till now 

11. It’s the first time I have.......................eaten Turkish delights. 

a-never   b- already  c- ever  d- lately 

12. He.......................just now.    

a-has left   b- left           c-would leave d- was leaving 
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13. From 6 to 9 yesterday, I.................T.V. 

a-have been watching b- watched  c- was watching d- watch 

14. She........................ to Hurghada several times this year. 

             a-has been  b- went  c- would go  d- was going 

15. They have known each other since they....................in primary school. 

a-have been  b- would be  c- were being  d- were 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1- I haven’t studied for a week.        (last) 

I last studied a week ago. 

2- The last time I went to the club with my friends was in February.  (since) 

I haven’t gone to the club with my friends since February. 

3- She has just finished reading a new novel.      (ago) 

She finished reading a new novel a minute ago. 

4- This is the most interesting football match I’ve ever watched.   (never) 

I’ve never watched such an interesting football match before. 

5- I have never baked a cake before.        (It’s) 

It’s the first time I’ve ever baked a cake. 

6- My brother is ill. He became ill last week.      (since) 

My brother has been ill since last week. 

7- I haven’t been to the cinema for ages.      (It’s) 

It’s ages since I last went to the cinema. 

8- He went to Alex and hasn’t come back yet.     (has) 

He has gone to Alex. 

9- When did you start to work a secretary?           (How long) 

How long have you been working a secretary? 

10- She was sleeping when the doorbell rang.     (During) 

During her sleep, the doorbell rang. 
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11- He was in the habit of riding a bike to school.     (used) 

He used to ride a bike to school. 

12- Children were playing in the garden. At the same time, their father was mowing the 

lawn.           (As) 

As children were playing in the garden, their father was mowing the lawn. 

13- He used to go swimming every Sunday.      (no longer) 

He no longer goes swimming every Sunday. 

14- He has never played chess before.       (ever) 

It’s the first time he has ever played chess. 

15- While we were travelling to Aswan, we had an accident.   (when) 

We were travelling to Aswan when we had an accident. 
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a) Answer the Questions: 

1. What was the message that was sent to Mr. Lorry? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What was the story of Dr. Manette and Lucie? 

  ………………………………………………………………………… 

 ………………………………………………………………………… 

3. "From a small box the old man took some golden hair."   Explain. 

      ……………………………………………………………………… 

      ……………………………………………………………………… 

4. What did Lucie say about the prisoner at the Old Bailey? 

     ………………………………………………………………………… 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

5. How had Dr. Manette changed very much? 

      ………………………………………………………………………… 

       ……………………………………………………………………….. 

6. What did Defarge say to Gaspard when the child died? 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. Killing the Marquis is a kind of revenge. Explain. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 
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8. Describe the conditions of Charles Darnay after the death of  

his uncle. 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

9. How did Sydney Carton save Charles Darnay? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

10. Why did people of France hate the aristocratic class? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

11. What did the Marquise do to the little child? What was his reaction 

toward his father? 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

12. The Bastile is a place for injustice.  Explain. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

b) Comment on the following Quotations: 

1. “One hundred and five, North Tower.” 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

2. “Nobody is good enough for my darling Lucie,” 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
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3. “He will be better far away from this city where he has lost so 

much of his life”. 

……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. “It's too late for that. I shall never be better than I am.” 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

5. "It is better to die like that than to go on living in these terrible times." 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 
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1-What is the rhyme scheme of the poem "Rainbow" ? 

   ……………………………………………………………………. 

2- My heart leaps up when I behold 

A rainbow in the sky: 

So was it when my life began; 

So is it now I am a man; 

So be it when I shall grow old, 

Or let me die! 

a-Paraphrase these lines; 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

b-Mention the figures of speech in these lines; 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

c-What does the poet describe in the first two lines? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-When do we acquire our love for nature? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 
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4-What is the continuity of man's life compared to?  

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-The child is father of the man. Explain. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-What does the poet wish in the last line? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-What's the main ides of this poem? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 
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Answer the Questions: 

1. What was the message that was sent to Mr. Lorry? 

He had to wait at Dover for Lucie. 

2. What was the story of Dr. Manette and Lucie? 

About twenty years ago, Dr.Manette, a French doctor married an 

English lady. They had a daughter, but just before she was born, her 

father disappeared.  

Nobody knew what had happened to him. His unhappy wife died, 

and their daughter was brought back to London. Dr. Manette was in 

prison because he had a powerful enemy with the power to send 

him to prison and to keep him there, hidden and forgotten, for 18 

years. 

3. "From a small box the old man took some golden hair."   

 Explain. 

When Lucie put her arm around the old man and held him, he took 

some golden hair and looked at it and then he looked at Lucie's hair. 

He found that the two lockets of hair are the same. He thought that 

Lucie was his wife but she was too young. 

4. What did Lucie say about the prisoner at the Old Bailey? 

She said that she had met the prisoner on the boat which had 

carried her and her father from France to England. He was very 

good and kind to her father and to her. 
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5. How had Dr. Manette changed very much? 

Dr. Manette no longer looked like the man in the room above 

Defarge's wine shop five years ago. His hair was white, but his eyes 

were bright and became strong. Sometimes, his face became dark 

and sad when he remembered the years in the Bastille prison, at 

these times only his daughter could help him 

6. What did Defarge say to Gaspard when the child died? 

He asked him to be brave because his child had died quickly, and 

without pain and that was better to die like that than to go on living in 

those terrible conditions. 

7. Killing the Marquis is a kind of revenge.   Explain. 

The name of the Marquis's family was hated everywhere in France. 

They were hard, cruel landowners. The accident of killing the child 

by the Marquis's coach forced the child's father to take revenge and 

to kill the Marquis leaving a message saying "Drive him fast to his 

grave." 

8. Describe the conditions of Charles Darnay after the death of his 

uncle. 

Darnay had become a successful teacher of French in London. He 

had known, when he came to London, that he would have to work 

hard to earn his living, and he was successful. He was in love with 

Lucie from the time of the Old Baily. 

9. How did Sydney Carton save Charles Darnay? 

He saved him by using his similarity to Charles Darnay. 
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10. Why did people of France hate the aristocratic class? 

People of France hated the aristocratic class because they treated 

the poor people with injustice. They humiliated them. The king 

spent the money on himself. 

11. What did the Marquise do to the little child? What was his 

reaction toward his father? 

The Marquise ran over the little child by his coach. He threw a 

golden coin towards the child’s father. 

12. The Bastile is a place for injustice.        Explain  

Anyone who was against the Evermonde Family was sent to 

Bastille without a trial. Dr.Manette was an example. He spent 18 

years because of knowing a secret about that family. After he had 

been set free, he lost his mind and forgot everything.  

Comment on the following Quotations: 

1. “One hundred and five, North Tower.” 

Dr. Manette said these words to Lucie, Mr. Lorry and Mons. 

Defarge. He said these words as he had lost his memory. He lived 

in misery in the Bastille, so they came to bring him back to life. 

2.  “Nobody is good enough for my darling Lucie,” 

Miss Pross said these words to Mr. Lorry as she was irritated that 

Sydney Carton and Charles Darnay kept visiting her.  
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3.  “He will be better far away from this city where he has lost so 

much of his life”. 

Lucie said these words to Mr. Lorry and Mons. Defarge. She felt pity 

for her father who had lost his memory and was treated with 

injustice. 

4.  “It's too late for that. I shall never be better than I am.” 

Sydney Carton said these words to Lucie. He felt pity for himself. He 

was reckless and careless though he was a clever lawyer 

5. "It is better to die like that than to go on living in these terrible 

times." 

Mons. Defarge said these words to Gaspard.  

The coach wheels of the Marquiz hit Gaspard's son and killed him at 

once. Gaspard was very sad and Defarge wanted to comfort him.  
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1-What is the rhyme scheme of the poem "Rainbow" ? 

*The rhyme scheme is a, b, c, c, a, b, c, d, d. 

2-Paraphrase these lines; 

My heart leaps up when I behold 

A rainbow in the sky: 

So was it when my life began; 

So is it now I am a man; 

So be it when I shall grow old, 

Or let me die! 

a- *In these lines the poet is describing his happiness when he 

sees a rainbow in the sky. The poet's love for nature is 

reflected in these lines. He talks about himself in connection 

with nature. He says we acquire our love for nature as we 

grow up. He compares the continuity of this natural 

phenomenon (rainbow) to the continuity of man's life. 
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           b-Mention the figures of speech in these lines; 

            My heart leaps up when I behold 

               A rainbow in the sky: 

* The poet uses personification. He is comparing his happiness 

when he sees the rainbow to a person jumping or springing 

through the air. 

   c-What does the poet describe in the first two lines? 

    He describes his happiness when he sees a rainbow in the sky. 

3-When do we acquire our love for nature? 

When we are young. That love grows with us. 

4-What is the continuity of man's life compared to?  

To the continuity of natural phenomena: the rainbow. 

5-The child is father of the man. Explain. 

In this line, the poet sums up his philosophy in life. He says that the 

child grows up to be a man, then he gets married and has children of 

his own. These children grow up and become men etc…. 

6-What does the poet wish in the last line? 

He wishes his days would be linked together with his love for nature 

and respect for God and religion. 

7-What is the main idea of this poem? 

The poem expresses the circle of life: Today's child is tomorrow's 

father (The child is father of the Man).  


